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SOCIAL MEDIA CHATTER
IN CHINA
Taiwan military drills, retaliation, and nationalist waves on
Weibo as China "strikes back": On Tuesday, August 2nd, as
Nancy Pelosi's plane touched down in Taipei, many Chinese
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internet users vented their disgust and indignation at how she
had "gotten away too easily" with visiting Taiwan despite
repeated warnings from Beijing. A visit by the U.S. House
Speaker to Taiwan, which Beijing views as a province of China,
came at a time when relations between the US and China
were already tense. As a result, things had not worked out as
many had planned. However, things changed on Chinese
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social media on Thursday when China started its previously
stated live-fire military exercises near Taiwan. The occasionally
cinematic recordings of extensive military drills, including the
firing of ballistic missiles into the ocean, were uploaded by
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state media outlets, official accounts, military bloggers, and
everyday internet users.

NEWS IN CHINA
The Chinese People's Liberation Army's Eastern Theater
continued to conduct realistic joint training on August 8 in
the sea and airspace surrounding Taiwan Island, focusing on
planning cooperative anti-submarine and maritime assault
operations, according to the Eastern Theater's official WeChat
account. The interservice combat drills, according to the
command, took place in the air and on the seas near Taiwan
and showcased the forces' capacity for land, air, and sea
strikes.
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Many feel that relaxing the limits for
suspending international flights due to
COVID-19 will encourage incoming travel.

INDIA WATCH

Beijing's response has been more
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restrained than its first threats implied,

regulator. The Civil Aviation Administration

despite the considerable sabre-rattling by

of China (CAAC) announced on Sunday

the Chinese media and interlocutors
before US Speaker of the House Nancy
Pelosi's travel to Taiwan. The degree to
which the Chinese military drills have
altered the situation on the ground is up
for discussion. The US and China have,
however, managed to avoid this particular
high-intensity, high-stakes military clash.
And that ought to give everyone a lot to
think about. Beijing has spared no effort to
inform Washington of the potential
repercussions of Pelosi's visit, including a
fourth Taiwan Strait crisis involving military
drills and probable missile firings over the
island since word of her potential travel
surfaced in April. Another unmistakable
indication that China did not want it to
harm bilateral relations is the fact that
President Xi Jinping spoke on the phone
with US President Joe Biden four days
before Pelosi's trip, knowing that she
would probably travel. Naturally severe, but
not surprising, has been Beijing's response.
Missile flyovers, military drills, suspension
of military-to-military communications,
and suspension of other forms of
communication have either been warned
about in advance or have previously been
employed frequently by Beijing. It will be
interesting to see how quickly the incident
will be forgotten and when China will host
the next set of high-level discussions with
the US. They would provide a much clearer
picture of the harm caused by Pelosi's visit
on

